University of Delaware: Global Ranking Trends

### Academic Ranking of World Universities (ARWU)

#### By Shanghai Jiao Tong University

- **2009 - 2018**
- (Total of 500 institutions ranked; 100 ranked individually)

#### QS World University Rankings

- **2009 - 2019**
- (1,000 institutions ranked; 500 ranked individually)

#### Times Higher Education World Ranking

- **2016 - 2019**
- (Over 1,000 institutions ranked; Top 200 ranked individually)

#### U.S. News Best Global Universities Ranking

- **2015 - 2019**
- (1,250 institutions ranked in 2018 and 2019; 1,000 ranked in 2017; 750 ranked in 2016; 500 ranked in 2015)

---

**Note:** Ranking methodology changed in 2016.
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